Planets D6 / Herdessa
Name: Herdessa
Region: Mid Rim
Sector: Herdessa sector
System: Herdessa system
Grid coordinates: Q-16
Trade routes: Corellian Run
Immigrated species: Humans, Zeltrons
Primary language(s): Galactic Basic Standard
Demonym: Herdessan
Description: Herdessa was a Mid Rim planet on the Corellian Run. A peaceful world, many diplomats and
others of affluence could remain neutral in debates. It was represented in the Galactic Senate by Shea
Sadashassa.
During the Great Sith War, the planet was part of the Sith Empire of Exar Kun.
The First Battle of Herdessa occurred six days after the Battle of Geonosis of the Clone Wars.
In the time of the Galactic Civil War, it was controlled by the Herdessan Guild. During a diplomatic
mission to Herdessa with Mon Mothma to overthrow the Herdessan Guild, Leia Organa first encountered
a mysterious cyborg named Lumiya.
Guild sector three
Guild Sector Three was a location on the planet Herdessa. The area contained the slums of the planet,
and many poor and hungry individuals made their homes of the rundown buildings in the area. The
Herdessan Guild's security detail, led by the cyborg Lumiya searched the sector hoping to find Suzu and
Finn, two Herdessans who had attacked Princess Leia Organa during her arrival on the planet. The
security forces captured Finn, but when they caught up with Suzu, Organa interfered, concerned with the
aggressive force that Lumiya and her troops were using. Organa was able to free Suzu, and the two
escaped to a rundown building holding several of the poverty-stricken citizens. Wishing to subjugate the
sector, Lumiya and her forces attacked the building and captured the insurgents, crushing the possible
uprising in the area.
However, Lumiya and her forces were eventually overthrown, and the sector was likely liberated.
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